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OTILLO - Swimrun World Series 2022 

 

 

The Ports and Yachting Directorate, Transport Malta, notifies mariners that the OTILLO 

Swimrun World Series 2022 will be held on Saturday 5th November 2022. There will be 

safety boats in each individual swim at all times. 

 

There will be three races, and all will be starting and finishing at Il-Bajja tal-Mixquqa 

(Golden Sands). There will be approximately 500 participants, taking part in the races. 

 

The swimming part of the Experience Malta 2022 will follow the route (as shown on the 

attached chart 1) and will be as follows: 

 

Swim between points   Start and finish time of the individual swim 

from 1A to 1B    1115 hours and 1231 hours, 

from 1C to 1D    1204 hours and 1256 hours and 

from 1E to 1F    1220 hours and 1325 hours. 

 

The swimming part of the Sprint Malta 2022 will follow the route (as shown on the attached 

chart 2) and will be as follows: 

 

Swim between points   Start and finish time of the individual swim 

from 2A to 2B    1100 hours and 1123 hours, 

from 2C to 2D    1130 hours and 1216 hours, 

from 2E to 2F    1146 hours and 1241 hours and  

from 2G to 2A    1228 hours and 1420 hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The swimming part of the World Series Malta 2022 race will follow the route (as shown 

on the attached chart 3) and will be as follows: 

 

Swim between points   Start and finish time of the individual swim 

from 3A to 3B    0800 hours and 0817 hours, 

from 3C to 3D    0824 hours and 0859 hours, 

from 3E to 3B    0836 hours and 0919 hours, 

from 3F to 3G    0910 hours and 1034 hours, 

from 3H to 3I     0923 hours and 1054 hours, 

from 3J to 3K     0940 hours and 1128 hours, 

from 3L to 3M    0949 hours and 1201 hours, 

from 3N to 3O    1012 hours and 1250 hours, 

from 3P to 3Q    1035 hours and 1324 hours, 

from 3R to 3S    1041 hours and 1337 hours, 

from 3T to 3U    1047 hours and 1352 hours, 

from 3V to 3W    1103 hours and 1427 hours, 

from 3X to 3Y    1132 hours and 1518 hours and 

from 3Z to 3A    1146 hours and 1613 hours. 

 

Mariners are advised to keep a sharp lookout and navigate at slow speed, they are to 

keep well clear of the areas during the stipulated date and times, giving the swimmers 

and support vessels a wide berth.  

 

Mariners are to comply with instructions issued on VHF channel 12 and/or 16 by Valletta 

VTS and by any Enforcement Personnel on site. 

 

 

Charts affected: BA  211, 2537 and 2538 

 

 








